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ABSTRACT 

This study is concerned with electrostatic type direct energy converters 

for direct recovery of a large fraction of the plasma ion energy from fusion 

reactors. Simplified equations are presented for each of the important loss 

mechanisms in both single-stage direct converters and multistage "Venetian 

Blind" type direct converters. These equations can he used to estimate the 

efficiency and electric power output of the direct converter subsystem. Seal-

ing relations for the cost of each major component in the direct converter 

subsystem are also given; these include the vacuum tank, direct converter 

modules, the DC power conditioning equipment, cryogenic vacuum pumping system, 

and the thermal bottoming plant. The performance and cost scaling laws have 

been developed primarily for use in overall fusion power plant systems codes. 

However, to illustrate their utility, cost-effectiveness studies of two specific 

reference direct converter designs are presented in terms of the specific 

capital costs (i.e., the capital cost per unit electric power produced) for the 

Direct Converter Subsystem alone., Some examples of design improvements which 

can significantly reduce the specific capital costs of the Direct Converter 

Subsystem are also given. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A area 

Rlchardson-Dushman constant 

·c cost (dollars) 

c specific costs (dollars per various units) 

s· electron charge (coulor!tLs) 

ER expansion ratio 

f fraction (dimensionless) 

fl leakage ion energy distribution function (dimensionless) 

H height (m) 

I current (amperes) 

j current density (A/m2) 

k Boltzmann constant 

K, k empirical constants 
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L ll:::!ugLh (m) 

m empiric.a1 P.xpnnPn~ 

M average molecular weight of n
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and T
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MYK mirror power reactor 

-3 
n
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2 
and r
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p power (kW) 
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~OT total thermal power flow into the cryogenic refrigerators (kW) 

q" heat flux (W/m2) 
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secondary electron emission coefficient 
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2
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thermal bottoming plant 

Burleigh type vacuum tank 
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DT 
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EFF 

Gi, Gj 

GG 

I 

ID 

INC 

INT 
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N, Nr, 

NI 

NU 

0 

OP 

PC 

pp 

R 

ith collector 

combined direct converter and thermal bottoming plant 

cryopanels 

cryogenic refrigerators 

charge exchange (loss) 

direct converter 

direct converter modules 

direct converter:subsystem 

deuterium and tritium 

electric 

electrons 

effective 

ith or jth current group 

grounded grid 

ions 

ideal 

incident 

intP.rc.P.ption 

kth component efficiency loss 
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nuclear island 

nonuniform spatial distribution 

at the plasma center 

operating costs 

power conditioning equipment 

purnpjng power 

refrigerator 
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s sticking 

SAl spread in angle of incidence 

SEC secondary emission 

SGi ith suppressor grid 

ST · structural support members 

T tank 

TEM thermionic emission 

TH thermal 

TOT total 

TP thermal panels 

TT thin-walled tank 
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Electrostatic Direct Energy Converter 

Performance and Cost $caling Laws 

Myron A. Hoffman 

1. Objectives 

This study of electrostatic direct energy converters for the leakage 1ons 

from fusion reactors was performed with two objectives in mind: 

(1) to develop a set of relatively simple performance and cost equations 

which accurately model direct converters for use 1n overall fusion power plant 

systems codes. 

(2) to perform some interesting trade off and "suboptimization" studies 

on two specific direct converter designs (and also to test the utility and 

self-consistency of the equations). 

The experimental progress on electrostatic DC's (Direct Converters) has 

been impressive (see, for example, Refs. [1] to [3]) and has led to a series 

of conceptual design studies of full scale direct converters for future mag-

netic fusion power plants. 

The basic elements of a typical DC Subsystem are shown in Fig. 1. In 

order to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of DC's in fusion powerplant system 

studies such as described in Ref. [4], it is necessary to have equations for 

the electric power produced in the DC, PE(DC)' and in the bottoming plant, 

PE(BOTT), as w.ell as the efficiency of the DC Subsystem, ncOMB' and its cost, 

CDCS" (See App. A for further details). In this report, equations and scal

ing laws are presented for estimating these parameters. The combined DC plus 

bottoming plant efficiency is defined as: 

PE(DC) + PE(BOTT) - PE(VPS) 

PTOT(M) 

1 
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Fig. 1 Major components of the Direct Converter Subsystem (DCS). 
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where PE(DC) is the electric power from the direct convertors, PE(BOTT) is the 

additional electric power generated by the thermal bottoming plant associated 

with the DC Subsystem, PE(VPS) is the power for the vacuum pumping system and 

PTOT(M) is the total mirror leakage power which goes to the DC Subsystem. The 

vacuum pumping power is typically only 1 to 2% of the DCS electric power out

put, and has not been charged against the DCS in this study. 

The basic principles of operation of electrostatic direct converters have 

been described in detail in several papers including Refs. [5] to [11] and 

will not be repeated here. Suffice it to say that the process of direct con

version of the kinetic energy of the leakage plasma ions to electric energy 

involves the following processes: 

1) Expansion of the leakage particles along magnetic field lines to 

convert most of the gyro motion to directed kinetic energy. 

2) Separation and collection of the electrons on a grounded grid. 

3) Electrostatic deceleration of the ions by electrodes maintained at 

appropriate voltages. 

4) Collection of the ions on these collector electrodes. 

In this report, specific numerical examples are also given for two types 

of electrostatic Direct Converters (DC's) for which reference designs were 

available from the 1976 pure fusion Mirror Power Reactor (MPR) design [5] shown 

in Fig. 2. The first is a single-stage direct converter (SSDC) which handles 

20% of the leakage power, and the second is a three-stage venetian blind direct 

converter (VRnr.) ~o1hich handles the u~maining ljU%. Typical modules for these two 

DC designs are shown in Fig. 3. These designs incorporate the experience gained 

on the previous design studies of Refs. [6] to [9], as well as the detailed mo

dels for each of the loss me~hAnisms in these type~ uf direct converters devel

oped in Refs. [10] to [14]. In these DC designs it has been assumed that there 

3 
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Fig. 3a Reference Single Stage Direct Converter (SSDC) of Ref. [5]. 
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is no selective leakage so that all the mirror leakage charged particle flow 

comes out a single mirror exit for each of the direct converters and is expanded 

1n the natural fringe field of the magnetic coils. However, the modifications 

in the equations and scaling laws to include selective leakage or expansion 1n 

modified magnetic expanders are not particularly difficult. 

The scaling laws presented can be used to examine the effect on the per

formance of the reference DC d€signs of changes in the power flux to· the di~ 

rect converter modules, changes in background neutral gas pressure in the 

expander tank, certain changes in structural materials and structural concepts, 

etc. However, it should be noted that the equations cannot be used to design 

a new direct converter significantly different from the reference DC designs, 

since for simplicity we have chosen to input many parameters which are tied 

to these specific reference designs. In particular, the grid w1re and collec

tor plate dimensions have already been selected to meet the various physics 

constraints of space charge limits, field emission limits, electric field uni

formity, no retrograde ions, and so forth. 
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2. SSDC Efficiency Estimation 

The direct converter efficiency can be written 

TJDC -

where PI(M) is the 1on power flow and Pe(M) 1s the electron power flow out the 

m1rror. We define the fraction of the total m1rror leakage pow~r ~arried by 

electrons as: 

f 
e 

p 
e(M) 

PTOT(M) 
= l. 

PI(M) 

PTOT(M) 

Further, we assume that the alpha particle power is included 1n the ion power 

flow for those cases where the alpha particles transfer most of their energy 

+ + 
to the D and T ions and are essentially thermalized. This simplification 

of including the alphas with the other ions is valid as long as the burn 

fractions rQmain low. 

The el~ctric power generated 1n the DC can be related to the mtrror leak-

age power by 

where the power loss terms are defined as follows: 

·~pCX is the power loss due ro charge exchange (CX) of the 1ons with the 

background D2 and T
2 

molecules 

&GG 1S the power loss due to 10n interception by the grounded grid (GG) 

~PNG 15 the power loss due to interception (INT), thermionic emission 

(TEM) and secondary emission (SEC) losses from the negative grid (NG) 

including power supply drains. 
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~PST 1s the power loss·due to interception· on any additional structural 

members used ·to support the DC assembly or modules 

~PC in an SSDC is the power loss due to the collection of the 1ons at a 

single potential and at a finite expansion ratio, ERe. 

Using those definitions the SSDC efficiency can be written: 

= 1 - f 
e 

where each ~n 1s defined as: 

~pk 

~11 = ---
k PTOT(M) 

~p 

~n· = _k_·- = 

k PI(M) (1 - f ) 
e 

(lA) 

(lB) 

(The var1ous losses are illustrated schematically in Fig. 4 including those for 

a 3-stage VBDC.) It should be noted that the above non-dimensional formulation 

has the advantage that the losses can be calculated in any order desired once 

the appropriate loss fractions for each process are specified. The.expression 

of the 6n's in terms of these loss fractions will be given next. 

The loss in efficiency due to charge exchange occurs primarily 1n the 

expander region (see Figs. land 2) and can be written simply as: 

(2) 

The fractional charge exchange loss from the ion beam, fCXL' is defined as 

(3) 

8 
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For a desired value of fCXL' this equation defines the allowable backgrbund 

neutral gas density, n in terms of the cross-section for charge exchange, 
O· 

OCX' properly averaged over the ion energy distribution function and the length 

of the expander region, LEX from the mirror exit to the collectors. 

The efficiency ioss due to ion interception on the grounded grid 1s simply 

where fiNT(GG) is the fraction of the frontal area occupied by the grids and 

their support structure at ground potential. 

For. the negative .grid the three types of loss ~echanisms mentioned above 

yield 

1
TEM(NG) 

+ --=-....;._~ 
1
I(M) 

The first term is due to the interception loss from the ion beam, while the 

second term represents the additional power drain on the negative grid power 

supply due to each 1on intercepted plus y secondary electrons emitted. The 

last term accounts for the thermionic emission power drains on the negative 

grid power supply plus the reduction of the collector power output by the 

(4) 

(5) 

fraction of the th~rmionic electrons, fTEM(C)' which reach the collector plates. 

The thermionic emission current can be estimated from: 

1
TEM(NG) 

1
I(M) 

where jTEM(NG) 1s given by the Richardson-Dushman equation: 

10 
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jTEM(NG) 
(7) 

and the incident ion power flux 1s simply 

" ql(INC)NG 
PI(NG) 

-\tERNG x SF NU 
(8) 

where SFNU is a safety factor for nonuniform 1.on fluxes and where 

The safety factor is included t~ account for the additional loss due to 

the fact that the ion beam power flux is not uniform at the entrance to the 

direct converters. The effect of this flux peaking is probably most important 

for the thermionic em1ss1on loss from the negative grids, which tends to increase 

exponentially with the negative grid temperature. This effect can be included 

most simply by selecting a conservatively high value of the ion power flux inci-

dent on the negative grid. (~n the examples given this nonuniformity safety 

factor was chosen to be about 1.25.) The average negative grid temperature, TNG' 

for a radiatively-cooled grid can be estimated once the enclosure temperatures 

and geometry are specified. For example, for a uniform enclosure temperature 

(i.e., for equal expander wall and collector plate temperatures, TEX = TC) we 

get simple 
1 

::::: [r 4 + ql(INC)NG] 4" 
EX OENGlT 

(9) 

For an enclosure with variable temperatures, approximate equations are given in 

Ref. [5] and some detailed radiation transfer calculations for a specific design 

are given in Ref. [8]. 

11 
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The 1on interception loss due to any support structure at ground potential 

1S 

This loss can easily be modified if the structural members are at other than 

ground potential .. 

The collection efficiency loss 1s given by: 

611 1 

c (10) 

If there were no charge exchange or interception losses, the m1n1mum collection 

loss would be 

t.n• 
C(MIN) 

and the maximum direct conversion efficiency for a SSDC would be 

11sSDC(MAX) 
= 1 -611' 

C(MIN) 
= 

v . 
c 

w 
I 

( 11) 

(12) 

This model assumes that the collector potential 1s set at the m1n1mum 1on energy, 

modified by the residual gyro motion ~ue t~ the finite expans1on ratio: 

vc = W (1- _1_) ~ [""(PL)VO -VM 

I(MIN) . · ERC · . ~(PL) - 1 
(1 - E;c>] (13) 

where ~1(PL) 1S the m1rror ratio with plasma present, and v
0 

and VM are the 
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plasma potentials at the plasma center anrl at the mirror, respectively. 

We will now apply these equations to the reference SSDC design. 

The leakage or so-called loss-cone ion energy distribution function for 

the reference mirror power reactor (MPR) based on Fokker-Planck calculations 

is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that WI(MIN) is 100 keV, and WI is 168 keV. 

The expanders of both the SSDC and the 3-stage VBDC employ the natural fringe 

magnetic field of the Yin Yang magneti~ ~nil pAir. The radius, RBFF' heightj 

HBFF' and half-angle, 0BFF/2 for this fringe B field fan is shown in Fig. 6. 

The reference SSDC design was chosen with an expansion ratio at the grounded 

grid of 25. The resulting VC is thus about 96 kV. 

The various losses have been evaluated for the specific SSDC design for 

the MPR of Ref. [5]. These values are listed in Table 1 and indicate that a 

direct conversion efficiency, nSSDC' of about 48.2% could be realized for this 

specific design with water-cooled negative grids, and for the specific ion 

energy distribution functi?n of this mirror plasma. It should Qe noted that 

a narrower ion ioss-cone distribution would lead to a higher direct conversion 

efficiency for a SSDC. 

A breakdown of the various losses and their variation wi.th the incident ion 

flux on the negative grid is given ~n Fig. 7. The design value of the incident 

ion flux is related to the expansion ratio at the negative grid, ERNG' by Eq. (8). 

As can be seen from Fig. 7, an i~cident ion flux of 250 W/cmL was used for the 

reference SSDC design (referred to as Case SS-I). This value was selected to limit 

the pump~ng power required for the water coolant to reasonable levels. 

It can also be seen that the use of a radiatively-cooled graphite nega-

tive grid would reduce the DC efficiency by about 3.6 percentage points to a 

value of about 44.6% using the carbon thermionic emission data of Ref. [15]. 

13 
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This may be a worthwhile price to pay for the added simplicity and r,eliability 

of a graphite mesh or woven graphite screen as compared to the water-cooled, 

refractory metal (Ta-lOW) hollow 2 mm diameter w1res 1n the reference nesign. 
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3. VBDC Efficiency Estimation 

The basic formulation of the efficiency of a multi-stage Venetian Blind 

Direct Converter (VBDC) is the same as Eq. (1) for the SSDC except for the 

following modifications: 

(a) The 6~~ must be modified to take account of the finite number of 

stages for multiple collector stages as well as for the initial angle of in-

cidence of the ions relative to the plane of the collectors, a (see Fig. 3). 
0 

This angle is required for energy sorting and reduces the normal component 

2 
of the ion energy by cos a • 

0 

(b) The interception losses on the collection plates of all stages (ex-

cept the last one) must be incl~ded and a corresponding 6~~INT)(Ci) evaluated 

for each collector stage Ci. 

(c) An additional interception loss on the collector plates must be in-

eluded due to the spread in the angle of incidence,6a, due to the ion cyclotron 

motion 1n the residual B field at the collectors. 

(d) The 6~~T must be modified to include interception by support structure 

at various collector stage potentials. 

(e) An additional 6~;G loss term must be included to account for the ~P.con

dary emissiop from the Suppressor Grids located behind each set of collector 

plates (except those in the last stage). 

(f) The thermionic emission loss must be modified to account for the frac-

tion of the t~ermionic electrons collected by each collector stage. As a first 

rough estimate it 1s reasonable to assume that equal percentages of the thermionic 

electrons are collected by each staee. 

There are several additional losses 1n VBDC's which are usually quite 

small in a well-designed system. These include the non-adiabaticity of the 1on 

18 



trajectories due to the field line curature in the expander, trajectory distor-

tion in the collector region due to the residual B fi~lds in that region; elec-

tric field distortion effects on trajectories due to the finite spacing of the 

grid and collector elements; and direct ion interception power loss on the sup-

pressor grids. These losses are discussed in more detail in Refs. [5] and [10] 

to [14]. For simplicity, we.will assume that these small losses can be neglected. 

It should be noted that the reference VBDC design employs a fixed expansion 

ratio, ERGG = 400 selected to insure that the trajectory distortion effect is 

small. At.this small residual B field the average ion transit time through the 

collector structure is much less than a gyro pe~iod. However, if we wanted to 

evaluate the quantitative effects of orbit distortion, we could then develop a 

scaling law for the corresponding loss in DC efficiency. We might thus be able 

to perform some interesting trade off studies on the effect of reducing the 

expansion ratio of the VBDC on its efficiency and cost. 

The approximate equations for ~he important new loss mechanisms (a) through 

(f) which must be included for multi-stage VBDC's are given in Appendix Band 

are summarized 1n Tables 2A and 28. 

the final efficiency equation for 1 three-,tage VBUC can be written 1n 

terms of the losses as follows: 

G3 

f)VBDC = (1 - "fe) [l - MCX- t.TJ~G- t.f)~G- ~t.TJCi - t.TJ~NT(Cl - G2) 

3 

- Aq~NT( Cl - G3) - ATl~NT( C2 - G3) - -~ t.fJSEC( SGi - Gi) (1
4 ) 

i=l 

Each of these losses ha·s been evaluated for the reference design and the 

values are listed in Table 1. A feeling for the major and minor losses for this 

specific design and specific ion energy distribution function can be obtained 
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by examining ihis table. In particular, it can be seen. that the total efficiency 

loss due to interception on the collector structures is only about 2.1%. The sec

ondary emission losses only add another 0.7% to this. Consequently, it does not 

pay to do exceedingly detailed evaluations of these small losses for preliminary 

design purposes; a reasonable good ·approximate estimate of each of the fractional 

interceptions on the collector stages will usually suffice. 
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4. Combined DC/Bottoming Plant Efficiency 

Many elements of the two types of DC 1 s can, 1n principle, be designed to 

run at high enough temperature to make it attractive to use this energy 1n a 

thermal bottoming plant. The combined efficiency of the DC plus the bottoming 

plant efficiency is g1ven by (neglecting the vacuum pumping power): 

ncoMB 
PE(DC) ~ PE(BOTT) 

= -~-::p:-------'--_.;... = nDC + (1 - n DC) fTH(BOTT) nTH(EFF) 
TOT(M) 

(15) 

where n TH(EFF) ~ (nTH - fpp) is the thermal efficiency of the bottoming plant, 

nTH' minus the fractional pumping power required to pump the coolant u~ecl to 

transfer the thermal energy from the DC to the bottoming plant. 

f 
pp 

PPUMP 

PTH(BOTT) 

For helium coolant, this is typically 1-5% 1n a well-designed heat removal 

system including the heat exchanger. 

The fraction of the total thermal power which is transferred to the 

bottoming plant is 

PTH(BOTT) 
fTH(80TT) = P = 

· · - .. b TH ( TOT) 

PTH(BOTT) 

This 1s evaluated for several cases of interest in Appendix C. 
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S. Component Co~t Equations 

The scaling laws for the major component costs are summarized in Table 3A, 

and the key constants used in this study are given in Table 3B. It should be 

noted at the outset that an attempt has been made to express all the costs 1n 

1975 dollars. In addition, most of the costs, particularly for non-standard 

items, are essentially "first-of-a-kind" costs, since the only solid cost data 

av~ilable for most items wa~ from industry bids on similar hardware for mirror 

fusion experiments. Finally, no allowance has been made for site preparation, 

engineering or contingencies in these costs. These items can increase the costs 

by 25% - SO%, and can be added on afterwards for the entire fusion powerplant. 

Each component equation is discussed briefly in Appendix D, and the design fea-

tures and weight estimates for the novel Burleigh-type vacuum tank are given 

111 Appendix E. 

The basic cost-effectiveness parameter used in this study is the specific 

capital cost of the Direct Converter Subsystem (DCS): 

scenes 

where PE(DCG) includes the electric power produced in the part of the thermal 

bottoming plant associated with the Direct Converter. 
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6. Some Cost Estimates for Direct Converters 

In this se~tion, we will examine the costs of the reference SSDC and VBDC 

designs for the pure fusion Mirror Power Reactor (MPR) of Ref. [5). Then we 

will show how these approximate efficiency and cost equations can be used to 

perform a typical trade off study. In this case we will determine the charge 

exchange loss fraction, fCXL' which results in a near minimum specific capital. 

cost ($/kW ) of the DC Subsystem. While this is clearly a ~vb-optimi~ation of 
~ 

only the UC Bubsystem, it is still ot considerable value in choosing good design 

parnmet:ers. 

6.1 SSDC Reference Design 

The reference design of the SSDC for the pure fusion MPR of Ref. [5) 

handles a mirror leakage power of 27R MW, 20% of the total leakage power. As 

mentioned previously, the reference design utilizes a water-cooled negative 

grid, which results in a DC efficiency of about 48.2% at an incident power flux 

2 
of 250 W/cm • This produces a compact SSDC with an expansion ratio, ERGG = 25, 

and a tank radius of only about 19.3 m (compared to about 50 m for the VBDC design 

with RRGG = 400), 

The total cost of the reference SSDC including the bo~toming plant for 

1% charge exchange loss is estimated to be about $51.3 x 10
6

• This is referred 

to as Case SS-IA as indicated tn Table 4. The total electric power produced by 

the combined DC and bottoming plant is about 190 MW, yielding an overall spe~i
e 

fie capital cost for the Direct Converter Subsystem, SCCDCS = $270/kWe. 

The costs of the various components of this reference SSDC design are 

apportioned approximately as follows: 

10.4% for the vacuum tank, 

18.5% for the cryopanels, 
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28.0% for the liquid nitrogen refrigerator, 

5.1% for the liquid helium refrigerator, 

1.0% for the DC modules, 

13.2% for the DC power conditioning equipment, 

5.0% for the thermal panels, and, 

18.8% for its share of the bottoming plant. 

It can be seen that the entire cryogenic vacuum pumping system ~s 

abo~t 51.6% of the total cost in orde~ ~o achieve the very low, design-point 

charge exchange loss fraction, fCXL' of only 1%. In Section 6.3 we will exam~ne 

the consequences of allowing larger charge exchange losses tn an attempt to 

reduce this very large cost item. 

It should be noted that the cryogenic method of pumping the large quan-

tities of D
2 

and T
2 

gas produced when the deuterium and tritium ions become 

neutralized upon striking the collector plates (or some other surface) involves 

condensation of these gases on liquid helium cooled cryopanels. As illustrated 

in Fig. 8, various chevron-shaped baffles must be placed in front of the liquid 

helium panels to keep the heat load to the liquid helium refrigerator acceptable. 

If it desired to utilize the thermal energy radiated and .convected toward t;hese 

cryopanel asse~blies ~n a thermal bottoming plant, high temperature thermal pa-

nels can be employed as shown in Fig. 8. 

6.2 VBDC Reference Design 

The reference three-stage VBDC design handles a total m~rror leakage 

power of 1112 MW at an efficiency of 63.8% to produce about 709 MW of DC power 
e 

for 1% charge exchange lqss. The bottoming plant produces an additional 161 MW 
e 

for a total electric power output from the DC subsystem of 870 MW and a combined 
e 

efficiency of 78.2%. This is referred to as Case VB-IA (see Table 4). 
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Fig. 8 

D 2 & T2 GAS FLOW 

Schematic diagram showing the layout of the thermal panel (TP) 
and cryopanel (CP) assembly with the reference temperatures 
and emissivities used in this study. 
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The total cost for this case ts estimated as about $364 x 10
6

, divided 

as follows among the components: 

37.1% for the vacuum tank, 

37.5% for the· cryogenic vacuum system, 

2.3% for the direct converter modules, 

7.2% for the DC power conditioning equipment, 

8.2% for the thermal panels, and 

7.7% for its share of the bottoming plant. 

As in the case of the SSDC, we see that the cryogenic vacuum pumping system 

cost is a large fraction of the total for fCXL 

very large cost item for this Option A. 

1%. The vacuum tank is another 

The specific capital cost for the entire DC Subsystem, SCCDCS is about 

$418/kW for this Case VB-IA. This is considerably higher than previous estimates 
e 

of about $133/kW of Ref. [8). The hl.gher cost i.s due in part to the choice of 
e 

1% charge exchange loss here compared to 3% in Ref. [8], and due in part to the 

use of updated and conservative cost estimates for many of the costly components, 

including the vacuum tank and the cryo-system. An additional small cost increase 

ts due to the use of 1975 dollar ~stimates in this present study. 

6.3 Trade Offs on Charge Exchange Losses 

It is clear from the preceding cost breakdowns for both the SSDC and 

the VBDC that the cryogenic vacuum pumping system is exceedingly costly if we 

insist on only 1% charge exchange loss. As a result, a study has been made of 

the effect of inc~eased charge exchange loss on efficiency and capital costs. 

The DC geometry and operating voltages have been held fixed in this 

trade off study. Only fCXL and the associated cryopanel area and refrigerator 

capacity chang~ significantly. There are, however, some changes in the costs 

of the bottoming plant and the DC power conditioning equipment as the power 
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handled by each component changes with fCXL" The thermal power ~ssociated with 

the charge exchange neutrals is assumed to be lost from the ion beam before 

reaching the DC, but it is assumed to be absorbed by the thermal panels or col-

lector plates where the neutrals impinge and tr~n~f~rred to the th~rrnal bot-

toming plant by high-pressure, high-temperature helium coolant (typically at 

60 atm. and about 900 K). 

The variations of the DC efficiency and the combined DC plus bottoming 

plant efficiency for both direct convertor designs are shown in Fig. 9. It can 

be seen that all the efficienci~s decrease almost linearly as fCXL increases. 

However, as expected, the combined DC Subsystem efficiency decreases more slowly 

than the efficiency of the DC alone, because of the recovery of part of the 

charge exchange thermal power in the bottoming plant. 

The variation of the total capital cost of the DC Subsystem is shown 

J.n Fig. 10. The most prominent feature of all these curves 1s the rapid de-

crease in cost as fCXL is increased from 1% to about 10%. For the VBDC design 

(Uption A), the cost decreases almos~ 31% from Case VR-IA to Case VB-IIA. Thi~ 

reduction in cost is also graphically illustratAd nn Fig. ll. For the 83DC 

design, the corresponding decrease is about /16%. These decreases are due almost 

entirely to reductions in the cryopanel area (and hence the entire cryo-system 

cost) required to achieve the background neutral gas density for 10% charge ex-

change loss instead of 1% loss. 

The variation of the total DC Subsystem specific capital costs, scenes' 

with [CXL is shown J.n Fig. 12. This l.S the best measure of cost-effectiveness 

for the DC Subsystem by itself short of going to an estimate of the specific 

generating costs for electricity in mills/kW -hr. Figure 12 clearly shows that 
e 

operation at a charge exchange loss of about 10% J.S much more cost-effective 
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for all the cases studied than the nominal value of 1% chosen somewhat arbi-

trarily for the reference designs. 

From the top curve on Fig. 12, we see that the specific capital cost 

of the VBDC design decreases almost 27% in going from Case VB-IA (fCXL = 1%) 

to Case VB-IIA (fCXL = 10%). The cost breakdowns are given by the first two 

bar graphs on Fig. 11. The corresponding decrease for the SSDC design is about 

43%. (Note that the SSDC curve for Option A is not shown on Fig. 12 because 

it is so close to the VBDC curve for Option B, to be discussed in a moment). 

We can thus conclude that within the framework and limitations of this 

suboptimization study, it ts obviously better to allow about 10% charge exchange 

loss. However, it should be noted that there are limitations on the maximum 

allowable background neutral gas density, n
0

, and hence the maximum fCXL' which 

can be tolerated. While this limit on n in the expander region is still not 
0 

well-defined numerically, it is well-known that too high ann can create sev
o 

eral problems for the reactor plasma and/or the first wall. For example, if 

h is too large the backflow into the reactor of neutrals and/or cold electrons 
0 

produced by ionizing collisions could cause significant charge exchange reac-

tions just inside the mirror point. The high energy neutrals could then cause 

serious sputtering of the walls and also flood the reactor plasma with cold 

secondary electrons. 

As a final caution, we must be careful not to try to compare costs 

of these particular VBDC's and SSDC's. This is due to the fact that the VBDC 

1s designed to handle a mirror leakage power flux of about 212 MW/m
2 

(from the 

weaker mirror), while the SSDC is designed to handle a mirror leakage power 

2 
flux of one quarter this value, namely 53 MW/m • In the next section we will 

discuss a possible substitute SSDC for the VBDC which is specifically designed 

to handle the higher mirror leakage power flux, so that meaningful comparisons 
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can be made. 

6.4 Additional Possible Cost Reductions 

As can be seen from Fig. 11, Case VB-IIA, the vacuum tank is the major 

cost item left once the cryo-system cost has been reduced by going to 10% charge 

exchange loss. As mentioned previously, Option A is for these cases where a 

separate Burleigh-type vacuum tank is placed around each DC (see Table 4). 

An alternative Option B would be to place the entire reactor plus 

.direct converte·rs inside a large vacuum building which also serves as the tritium 

containment building. This eliminates the need for vacuum-tight welds on much 

of the reactor blanket structure as well as the need for a separate vacuum tank 

for each DC.: The concept also has many other potential advantages which are 

described 1n Ref. [16]. 

For this Option B, only a thin-walled, fan-shaped membrane tank suf-

ficiently strong to support the loads of its own weight plus the weight of the 

various cryopanels, thermal panels and direct converter modules wonld be re-

quired. It is estimated [17] that such a thin tank would require Hn averag~ 

wall thickness on the order of 1 em, which is the fieurP nRPrl for thil ~·might 

estimates in this paper. 

For the reference VBDC design, this Option B results 1n a thin tank 

G 6 
wetght of about 0.96 x 10 kg and a cost of only about $12.7 x 10 • The cost 

of the VBOC Subsystem is greatly reduced for this Option B compared to Option A 

as can be seen in Figs. 10 and 11. (A much smaller cost reduction results for 

the SSDC as shown on Fig. 10.) However, it should be noted that no penalty for 
: 

the additional cost of the large vacuum containment building has been included 

in this study. A complete reactor systems analysis is required to see if the 

overall result of using a large ~acuum building is a cost reduction. 

The specific capital cost of the VBDC Subsystem 1s also dramatically 
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reduced from about $30qtkW for Case VB-IlA to only about $156/kW for Case 
e e 

Vtl-IIB (Fig. 12). This is about the best SCC value found 1n this study for a 

VtlDC which can handle a mirror leakage power of 1112 MW at a mirror power flux 

of 212 MW/m
2

• 

It is of interest to ask what the efficiency and cost of a Possible 

Substitute SSDC would be to handle this same 1112 MW at the same mirror power 

flux level. In order to limit the incident ion flux on the negative grid to 

2 . 
about 250 W/cm , an expansion ratio of about 100 is required (i.e., about 4 

times the expansion ratio for the reference SSDC design which handles only 

278 MW, one quarter of the above power). 

The efficiency of this Possible Substitute SSDC for Case SS-IIPS (10% 

charge exchange loss) is about 47% compared to about 58% for the VBDC with the 

same charge exchange loss. However, as shown on Figs. 10 and 11, the cost of 

6 
this SSDC is only about $100 x 10 • This yields a specific capital cost of 

only about $135/kW compared to the best VBDC (Case VB-IIB) of $156/kW • We 
e e 

should also note that the size and cost of the vacuum building necessary to 

cover the reat:tor with this substitute SSDC (where R == 31 m) would be less than . T 

the ()ne to house the re.actor with the three-stage VBDC attached (where R :::50 m). 
T 

.Many more interesting comparisons could be made using the efficiency 

and cost scaling laws presented. However, the examples given in this section 

should suffic~ to illustrate their utility. Some additional examples are given 

in AppP.nriix F. 
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7. Summary and Conclusions 

The· following general summary comments can be made: 

(a) Simple approximate equations to model the efficiency and costs of 

specific types of electrostatic direct converters have been presented. 

(b) While these equations are based on the specific reference designs 

for the SSDC (Single Stage Direct Converter) and the three-stage VBDC (Vene-

tian Blin~ Direct Converter) for the Mirror Power Reactor study of Ref. [5], 

it should be relatively easy to modify the equations for many variations of 

thcoc design con~~pts. 

(c) These equations are primarily intended for use in large overall fusion 

reactor systems codes for evaluating tus1on powerplant performance and cosls ~u~ 

-for selecting the "best" reference design parameters for detailed conceptual de-

sign studies. 

For the three-stage VBDC reference design for the Mirror Power Reactor, 

which handles a mirror leakage power of 1112 MW (at a mirror leakage power flux 

. ., 
of 212 MW/m"-), the following specific conclusions can be drawn bas!:!tl uu Lh~ LLdUe 

off studies and the suboptimization of only the DCS (Direct Converter Subsystem 

consisting of the direct converter and its share of the thermal bottoming plant): 

(a) The dominant cost items for this VBDC design with its required expan-

s1on ratio of 400 and with only 1% charge ex<.:hange loss (Reference Case VB-IA) 

are the cryogenic vacuum pumping system (37.5%) and the vacuum tank (37.1%). 

The specific capital cost for this case 1s estimated to be about $418/kW . 
. e 

(b) It appears to be cost-effective to allow about 10% charge exchange 

loss. For this Case VB-IIA, the specific capital cost is reduced to about 

$306/kW , a reduction of about 27%. 
e 

(c) If the tritium containment building which houses the entire reactor 
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"nuclear island" plus the direct converters is designed as a vacuum building, 

the individual vacuum tanks for the direct converters can be dispensed with. 

Assuming only a thin, fan-shaped membrane tank strong enough to support the DC 

modules, cryopanels and thermal panels, the specific capital cost can be reduced 

to only $156/kW (Case VB-IIB with 10% charge exchange l~ss). However, it should . e 

be hated that none 6f the additional cost of the vacuum building has been included 

1n this figure. 

(d) We can compare the above cost figure in paragraph (c) to that for a 

Possible Substitute SSDC which can handle the same mirror leakage power flux of 

212 MW/m
2

• For the required expansion ratio of only 100 (compared to 400 for 

the VBDC), the specific capital cost is about $135/kW (Case SS-IIPS with 10% 
e 

charge exchange loss). The lower cost of the thermal panels required to cover 

the smaller expander wall area more than compensates for the lower DC efficiency 

of the Substitute SSDC (about 47% for Case SS-IIPS) compared to the three-stage 

VBDC (about 58% for Case VB-IIB). 

For the SSDC reference design for the Mirror Power Reactor, which handles 

a mirror leakage power, of 278 MW (about 53 MW/m
2 

of mirror leakage power flux, 

only one quarter of the value for the VBDC), the following specific conclusions 

can be drawn: 

(a) As for the VBDC, an 1ncrease 1n the allowable charge exchange loss 

from 1% to 10% and the use of a thin membrane tank reduce the specific capital 

costs of the SSDC from ·About $270/kW (for CaHe SS-IA) to about $146/kW (for 
e e 

Case SS-IIB). 

(b) The use of thermal panels on the expander walls of this SSDC to re-

cover the thermal power from ~he charge exchange neutrals 1s probably not cost-

effective. Even at the rather high value of 10% charge exchange loss, the 
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total specific capital costs with thermal panels is about $146/kW (Case SS-IIB) 
e 

which 1s higher than the estimated value of $140/kW without them. 
e 

(c) The use of a radiation-cooled graphite negative grid in place of the 

water-cooled negative grid of the reference SSDC design would reduce the DC 

efficiency by about 3.6% (and the combined DC plus bottoming plant efficiency 

by about 1.5%). This penalty seems acceptable since a simpler and more reliable 

negative grid structure of graphite mesh or a woven graphite screen can be used. 

(d) We muRt not make the mistake of trying to directly tompare costs of 

this rPfPrP.n~e SSDC design which handles only 53 MW/m
2 

of mirror leakage power 

flux with the VBDC design which handles 212 MW/m
2 

even though the results are 

plotted on the same figures (Figs. 10 and 12) for convenience. 

(e) An SSDC is a compact and efficient means for slowing down the plasma 

leakage from an open fusion reactor. The alternative of going to a simple 

"plasma dump" or plasma thermal converter may prove to be no more t:UIIIJJi:H.: L citlU 

perhaps less cost-~ffective than an SSDC. Comparison studies of these two alter-

natives are certainly warranted. 
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TABLE l 

Direct Converter Efficiencies and Losses for the Reference Designs of the 
Mirror Power Reactor Study (Ref. [5]) 

Nominal Ref. Design Reference Reference 
Parameters Used SSDC 3-Stage VBDC 

f ---------- .0777 .0777 
e 

~ncx fCXL - .o1 . 0092 .uun 

~nee fiNT(ee) .os 
.0456 .0456 

= 

~nNe Water-cooled for SSDC >- • 0177 .0384 

Rad-cooled for VBDC 

: fiNT(Ne) = .01 for SSDC 

fiNT(Ne) = .02 for VBDC 

t.nc IJ:l{ 
c 

,... 25 for ssoc ~ .JG80 .1620 

ERC ~ 400 for VBDC 

a_ = 8.0° fnr VRnr: 
0 

~ 

b.niNT( Cl). fiNT(Cl-G2) ::::: .087 for VBDC - .0074 

fiNT(Cl-e3) 
=:: .086 for VBDC - .0093 

t.n:mr( c2) fiNT(C2-e3) - .ooo [or VBDC - .UU47 

b.nsEC(Sel-el) rSEC ~2.5 
l 

- .0041 

t.T'ISEC(Se2-e2) fiNT(Sei-ei) = .01 - .0033 

l:t.nlosses 
.518 .362 

nDc .482 .638 
.! 



TABLE 2!\ - Summary of Simplified Efficiency Loss Equations for Multistage VBDC's 

Loss 

= 1 - f 
e 

Electron power 

Cha::-ge exchange 

- t.TJ - M ex GG 

Grounded Grid Intercep~ion 

Negative Grid Total Losses 

Fin::.te Number of Collector Stages 

Total Interception on Colle:ctors 

Secondary Emission from Su~pr. Grids 

Direct Conversion Efficiency Loss Equation 

M = f e e 

t.n ~x = 
OJ 

(1-f ) 
e fCXL 

MGG = ( 1-fe) ( 1-fCXL) fiNT(GG) 

[ jVN '] 
t:,. = (1-fe)(l-fCXL)(l-fiNT(GG)) fiNT(NG) l+(l+YSEC(NG)) WI ni.-JG 

( l-f ) 
1

TEM( NG) [fNI + (E f . ~Ci)] 
+ e I ) - TEM(Cl) WI 

I(M WI 

[WGi -V Ci] IGi(ID) i-1 

k~l (l-fiNT(Ck-Gi)) MCi = ( 1-fe) ( 1-fCXL) (1-fiNT(GG)) (1-fiNT(NG)) WI 
II(M) 

M=NT(Ci-Gj) = ( 1-fe) (1-fCXL >(1- flNT( GG)) e-flNT( NG)) p: e -f !NT( Ck-Gj.) )] 

[VCj-VCi] 
1
Gj(ID) 

fiNT(Ci-Gj) WI X II(M) , 

MSEC(SGi-Gi) = ( 
1
-f e) (1-fCXL) (

1
-fiNT( GG)) e -flNT( NG)) [.~ 1 1

-flNT( Ck-Gi)] 

. [VC(i+1)-VSGi] IGi(ID) 

fiNT(SGi-Gi) YSEC(SGi-Gi) X WI X II (M) 
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TABLE 2B- Summary of Lo:ss Fraction Equations for Multi-Stage VBDC's 

Loss Approximate Equations for Loss Fraction 

Electron power f = 
P e 0•1) / PTOT(M) e 

- ex, [-no -;,ex "rx] 
-- -19 [-WI I 61. 3] (m2) Charge exchange fCXL = 1 ; 0 ::: l.O X 10 exp ex 

Grounded Grid Interception 
fiNT(GG) = A I (A X GG(Frontal) M 

ER )o 
GG 

Negative Grid "Interception f]NT(NG)= ANG(Frontal) / ('\ x EHNG) 

Negative Grid Thermionic Emission 
1

TEM(NG) 1 
[ARD 

2 
exp( -e:<j>W/kT) NG ( ~ERNG <fiNT(NG)l (r I :N r_:I;_ :::: 

SFNU 
TNG 

II(M) 
W II(M) 

I 
] 

0 I I Li 

' 0 
' -a. oi 

Collector Ci Interception of Io3 Group Gj 
flNT(Ci-Gj) ::: H. 1 ~1-Vci/(WG~Cos~a.J) 

1 

+ Hi 
l. 

[ K~AI ] 
.._ EF:G•:; 11 C(ID) + fifiNT(ST) 

(Ci-Gj) 

Suppressor Grid Interception of Ion Group Gi 
f::::NT(SGi-Gi) = rSGi(Frontal) I ("..'"sci)] cosoo 
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TABLE 3A - Suomary of Simplified Cost Equations for the DC Subsystem 

Component Approximate Cost Equations (SI Units Except for Powers in kW) 

1 r·
4 

J 
R3 

. HT 0T 0T o ~II 

~ •r (360 + 0.32) • o.n 360 ;[ar <360] Bur~eigh-Iype Vacuum Tank c ·= CBT WBT , WBT "'~T BT T 

~J 

"' Thin-walled Tank CTT = CTT WTT"' CTT AT 0TT 

"' 
1

DT(M) 
1

Ex 
0

cx ~ ~ = KCP 
Cryo-panels CCP = CCP ACP ; Reqd. ACP = kCP 

KB( EFF) TDT 29' - fCXL fCXL 

"' 
lkCR [ :: 1) [ QTOT(kw)]l-m I 0.7 

A0.7(1-m) 
Cryo-refrigerators CCR = CCR - = KCR CP 

"' Direct Converter Modules CDCM = CDCM ~ ERGG 

"' "' DC Power Conditioning CPC = CPC p e( DC) = CPC 'lDC PTOT(M) 

"' Thermal Panels CTP = CTP AEX 

"' "' ( 
1

- 11Dc} 
Bottoming Plant CBOTT = CBOTT pe ( BOTT) = CBOTT fTH(BOTT) 11TH(EFF) PTOT(M) 
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TABLE 3B - Summary of Numerical Values Used 1n the Cost 1radec~~ Examples 

Component 

Burleigh-type Vacuum Tank 

Thin-walled Tank 

Cryopanels 

Cryo-Refrigerators 

Direct Convertor Modules 

DC Power Conditioning 

Thermal Panels 

Bottoming Plant 

Specific Ccsts* Other Constants and Auxiliary Relations Required 

"' 
CBT = $13.2/kg for K3T = 196.4 ; AT = p. + A + A 

imeml>ranes sides end 

~(Or ) ( er J stainless steel "':l n Rr L. J.60 + HT RT + 2 II HT RT 360 

'\:, 

CTT = $13. 2/k.g AT = same as above 

for stainless steel 

'" 2 1016 
CCP = $6300/m k,p = 2.69 X ; LEX'"" E..GG-RM ; KB(EFF) 

:::: 0.10 ; 
OJ 

M :::: 4.66 for D-T moiecules T :::: 1000 K 

"' CCR = $40,000 k,R = 7.30 m = 0.136 
IJ ' 

T :::: 300 K ; TR(LHe} = 4.~ K ; TR(LN
2

) a = 

,.,J 2 2 
CDCM = $4000/m AM = 5.25 m for the MPR C.e.s ign 

of frontal area 

"' CPC = $46/kW 
e 

"' $3300/m
2 

CTP = AEX"' A +A . 
membranes s1.des 

"' 
CBOTT = $175/kW Steam power plant llTH(EFr) e 

*Estimated 1.n 1975 dollars; First-of-a-kind costs 
45 

:::: 2 (or ) 2 II RT 360 

-· 40% 

77K 

+ HTRT 

.. 

f :::: 1.0 
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TABLE 4 

Summary of Design Cases Referred to 1n the Text and Figures 

3-Stage VBDC SSDC 
(**) 

Option Tank Type Case fCXL ERGG 
(*) 

PTOT(M) fCXL ERGG 
(*) 

PTOT(M) 
(MW) (MW) 

A Vacuum Tank IA • 01 400 1112 • 01 25 278 

rurleigh Tank design\ .1 0 ' 400 1112 liA ! .10 25 

9BT = 180° 
J 

B Thin Fan Tank 
.. 

liB .10 400 1112 .10 25 278 

' (eTc = e of ") 
field fan 

H Same as Option B liH .10 400 4448 --- --- ---
:Hypothetical VBDC) 

PS .:>arne as Option B liPS --- --- .10 100 1112 
(Possible Substitut1 

SSDC for VBDC 
I 

(*) Mirror exit area was 5.25 m
2 

for all cases. 
(**) SSDC cases were all for a water-cooled negative grid. 
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Appendix A - Relation of Key DC Subsystem Parameters to Overall Fusion 

Powerplant System Parameters 

In fusion reactor systems stu~ies, it is desired to calculate the overall 

power plant performance and costs using a reasonably complete, but simplified 

model of each component or subsystem. Then optimization studies are performed 

1n an attempt to define the power plant with the lowest generating costs of 

electricity for pure fusion concepts Cor more complex rnst-Rffprtiv~nA~9 para-

mecers in hybrid fusion~tission reactors) consistent with the physics and 

engineering constraints. The parameters of this optimized design are then 

. used as the reference design of the detailed conceptual design study. This 

1s 1n fact a continuous process, with each conceptual fusion power plant design 

study leading to better models of many of the subsystems for use 1n the next 

generation of system optimization studies. 

For an entir~ pure fusion power plant, the parameters of most interest 

include the following three system parameters: 

(1) the overall system LhP-rmodynamic efficiency defined as: 

PEt NET) = ~_;__-.:... 
PNUC(TOT) 

where PE(BL) 1s the electric power generated from the blanket thermal power, 

PE(DCS) is the electric power generated from the mirror leakage power to the 

Direct Converter Subsystem (DCS) including its portion of thP. thP.rmal bottoming 

plant, PN is the fusion neutron power released, ~ is the blanket multiplication 

of the neutron power and Pa is the fusion alpha power released. PE(CIRC) is 

the power which must be recirculated to drive injectors and/or other plasma 

heating systems and any auxiliary systems. 

(2) the specific capital cost of the power plant: 
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SCCTOT -
PE(BL) + PE(DCS) - PE(CIRC) 

where the total capital cost, CCAP' consists of CNI' the fusion reactor "nu

clear island" costs; CBOP' the cost of the balance of the plant excluding the 

DC subsystem; and CDCS' the cost of the DG Subsystem. (The basic elements of 

a typical DC Subsystem are shown tn Fig. 1.) 

(3) the specific cost of generating electricity tn mills/kW-hr which 

can be written in the simplified form 

SGCTOT -
CCAP + CFUEL + COP + CMAINT 

PE(NET) tPA 

where CTOT consists of the usual items: the capital costs, CCAP' fuel costs, 

CFUEL' operating costs, c0 p and maintenance costs, CMAINT' and where tPA ts 

the number of hours per year that the_ plant is available. Systems codes such 

as the one described tn Ref. [4] can produce estimates of the above system 

parameters. 
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Appendix B - Efficiency Loss Equations for Multi-stage VBDC's 

The selection of the collector stage voltages is assumed to have been 

optimized to. yield the maximum direct power recovery for a specific ion loss-

cone energy distribution. The distribution function for the reference MPR 

(Mirror Power Reactor) is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 5. An exponential 

approximation, shown by the dashed curve is:. 

fi 
... 1 dii -

~I(MINJ 
[ _ :I - WJ(MIN) J 

II(M) dWI -
exp 

[ w - WI WI(MIN) I 

( .IH) 

The exponential approximation can be seen to be reasonable good for this parti-

cular loss-cone distribution. As mentioned previously, the minimum 1on energy 

for this case was WI(MIN) = 100 keV, while the average ion energy was w
1 

~ 168 

keV. 

Also, it should be remembered that the shape of this distribution function 

has a direct impact on the attainable direct conversion efficiency of multi-

stage VBDC's as well as SSDC's. The more narrow the distribution in energy, 

the higher will be the ion collection efficiency, all other things being equal. 

The ideal collection efficiency for a·multi-stage VBDC is given in general 

form in Ref. [5]. For a three-stage VBDC this can be written: 

nc(ID) 

P. C(ID) = ..,.......:.....__;_ 
PI(Cl) 

. v 

II(Cl) [ . r· C2(ID) 

PI(Cl) VCl(IO) 

VCl(ID) 

(B2) 
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where VCl(ID)' VC
2

(ID) and vc
3
.(ID) are the ideal collector stage voltages; 

IGl(ID)' IG3(ID) and IG3(ID) are the ideal ion currents collected in each 

group or energy band; and PI(Cl) and II(Cl) are the ion beam power and cur

rent incident at the entrance to the first collector Cl. 

For the reference three-stage VBDC the optimum ideal voltages were found 

to be 

VCl(ID) = 100 , VC 2(ID) = 155 , VC 3(ID) = 240 kV 

for the actual leakage distribution. It LS relatively easy to differentiate 

Eq. (15) using the approximate exponential energy distribution to find the 

optimum collector voltages for maximum efficiency. For the particular distri-

bution of Fig. 5, the approximate results for VC
2

(ID) and vC
3

(ID) are only 

10 - 20% too low compared to the above values (VCl(ID) is still selected as 

Ideally 53.4% of the Lon current would be collected on stage Cl, 31.2% 

on stage C2, and 15.4% on stage C3. (Use of the exponential approximation 

to the distribution function yields 55.5%, 31.7% and 12.8%, respectively, so 

we can conclude that the approximation is reasonably good for this specific 

case.·) 

The actual collector voltage must· be reduced by a factor to account for 

finite expansion ratio and angle of incidence Losses (a) (see Section 3): 

2 
cos a 

0 

(1 - _1_) 
ERC 

(BJ) 

The actual collection efficiency (with no other losses) would then be gLven by 

Eq. (82) with the above voltages replacing the ideal voltages multiplying each 

integral (the integration limits stay the same). 

The modification of Eq. (11) for .::l"lci for each collector stage of a VBDC 

so 



I.S thus: 

,::lT] I 

Ci 

1
(Gi at Ci) 

1
I(M) 

(B4) 

JVC(i+l)(ID) fl X WdW 

VCi(ID) 

(B5) 

It should be noted that I(Gi at Ci) is the actual 1on current of Group 1 which 

fina11y reaches staeP. r. i . Tho;- total collection efficiency lo~~ fu1 all N stage 

VBDC l.S thus given by 

CN 
LlT]' 

c L: Llll~ i (B6) 

Cl 

The interception Losses (b), (c) and (d) on each collector stage can be 

estimated from the dimensions and incidence angles of the collector plates and 

structure using the equations of Ref. [10]. We defined the following relation 

for the interception loss fraction of 1.on Croup Gj on collector stage Ci: 

fiNT(Ci - GJ.) = (LlfiNT(a ) + LlfiNT(SAI) + LlfiNT(ST)J _- (B7) 
o (CI. - Gj) 

The corresponding P.ffi r i enry 1 0ss u; given by: 

LlTJ' 
INT( Ci - Gj) fiNT(Ci - Gj) 

1
Gj( ID) _.;._ __ X 

1r (M) 

(B8) 

The current ratio 1s given by: 

- i-1 

n (l-fiNT(Ck- Gj)) (B9) 

k=l 

The interception Loss (b) can be approximated as follows for small angles 
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6
fiNT(a )(Ci - Gj) ~ 

0 

L. 
1. 

H. 
1. Ci 

2 
WG.cos a 

J 0 

- a. 
1. 

o. 
1. 

+-
H. . 1. 

(810) 

L., H., O· and a. are the collector plate length, spacing, orientation angle and 
1. 1. 1. 1. 

thickness, respectively, for stage Ci. The additional interception Loss (c) 

due to the spread in the angle of ·incidence is very complex to calculate as 

shown in Ref. [10]. A rough scaling law for this loss is of the form [11]: 

. [KSAI ·] 6
frNT(SAI)(Ci - Gj):::: . (ER)GG nC(ID) (Ci _ Gj) 

(811) 

where KSAI can be estimated from the angle of the cone of the ion velocity vec

tors. For the three-stage V8DC=we have estimated an average value of KSAI:::: 10 

for all stages and ion groups. 

The additional interception Losses (d) on the structural support members, 

AfiNT(ST)' are very design dependent, and hence, no general equations can be 

·g1.ven. 

The direct power loss due to ion Group Gi interception on suppressor grid 

SGi is very small since VSGi is typically only a few kV's less positive than 

Vci· The interception losses from other ion groups on SGi are assumed to be 

negligible since the suppressor gr_ids are usually placed in the "shadow" of the 

collector plates .. If this shadowing is not effective, the equations can easily 

be modified to include the additional interception and secondary emission losses. 

The secondary emission Loss (e) due to ion interception of Group Gi by the 

suppressor grids SGi behind each collector ~late of stage Ci (except the last 

one) can be estimated from: 

6n• 
SEC(SGi-Gi) f INT( SGi-Gi) 
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YSEC(SGi-Gi) ~I 

(812) 



where 
( 

1
(Gi at 

1
Gi(ID) 

SGi)) .=. (
1

(Gi at Ci)) 
1
Gi( ID) 

(l - fiNT(Gi - Gi)J (Bl3) 

This efficiency loss equation assumes that all the secondary electrons emitted 

from SGi go to the collector stage C(i + 1) just downstream of the suppressor 

grid. 
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Appendix C - Evaluation of the Thermal Power from the DC to the Bottoming Plant 

For the SSDC as well as the VBDC reference designs, it has been decided 

to recover the thermal energy associated with the charge exchanged deuterium 

and tritium particles which impact on the expander walls. This can be done by 

placing a set of helium-cooled thermal panels in the form of chevrons on the 

entire expander wall (in front of the cryopanel assemblies on that portion of 

the expander wall where the cryopanels are located; see Fig. 8). These thermal 

panels would run at roughly 1000 K. The reason for adding thermal panels to 

the SSDC design is to see if this is cost effective when the charge exchange 

losses are allowed to be much larger than 1%. 

The intercepted ion power plus the appreciable electron power (about 

7.8% in these designs) collected by the grounded grids would also be trans-

ferred to the bottoming plant in both designs. This is accomplished by 

helium-cooling the 1 em diameter grounded grid tubes. 

The only thermal power not transferred to the bottoming plant in the 

present SSDC design is tha~ due to the ion interception on the negative grids. 

It was decided to water-cool these 2 mm diameter wires by running very high 

pressure cold water through l mm holes in the wires. The resultant low tempera-

tures completely eliminate the thermionic emission loss which would have resulted 

from the high incident 1on flux at the negative grid (nominally 250 W/cm
2 

in the 

reference design.) 

For the SSDC with water-cooled negative grids, the equation for fTH(BOTT) 

becomes: 

fTH(BOTT) 
PTH(NG) 

1 - -=-----'----'--

PTH(TOT) 
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Thus fTH(BOTT) 
1 - (Cl) 

This has an average value of about 0.985 for the design parameters of the SSDC 

(for fCXL in the range.from 1 to 10%). 

If it is decided to dispense with the thermal panels, and hence to absorb 

the charge exchange thermal power on low-temperature water-cooled panels, the 

. expression for the fraction of the thermal power which goes to the bottoming 

plant bccomco the following: 

fTH(BOTT) = l -
[

(1 

For the three-stage VBDC, all thermal power from the negative grid and the 

first two collector stages is radiated either to helium-cooled thermal panels 

on the expander wall or to the helium-cooled third stage. Consequently fTH(BOTT) 

for this design is 1.0. 
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Appendix D - Discussion of Component Cost Equations 

D.l Burleigh-Type Vacuum Tank 

The vacuum tank costing is based on a tank design by R. Burleigh which 

employs large fan-shaped concave membranes which are stressed by the external 

atmospheric pressure and are almost in pure tension (see Appendix E, Fig. E-1). 

These are edge-supported by large rings and a substantial edge structure. Based 

on Burleigh's reference design, the approximate equation for the weight given 

1n Table 3A was developed. 

For the reference.design of the 3-stage VBDC, an expansion ratio, ERGG 

= 400 was specified yielding a tank radius of about 50 m and a tank height of 

about 25 m. A desired charge exchange loss of only 1% (fCXL = .01) was also 

specified somewhat arbitrarily. In order to achieve the low background density 

of neutral n
2 

and T
2 

gas required to meet this goal, Burleigh designed a tank 

with 8 = 180°. This yielded an expander wall surface area available for cryo
T 

panels of over 9000 m
2

, which was just about enough to meet the 1% charge exchange 

loss requirement. (Most of the end area of the tank behind the direct converter 

modules was assumed to be unusable for cryopanels due to the neutron flux which 

leaks out the mirror exit and impinges on that surface.) Subsequent refinements 

2 
of the cryopanel area requirements indicate that close to 12,100 m may be re-

quired to achieve only 1% charge exchange loss in this design. However, the 

9000 m
2 

available on the expander walls comes very close, yielding only about 

1.3% loss. 

Based on the approximate equation for the total surface area, AT, for 

a tank of this complex geometry given in Table 3B, a vacuum tank of this design 

2 
for the three-stage VBDC would have a total inner surface area of about 13,100 m • 

7 
The weight equation in Table 3B yields a total weight of about 1.04 x 10 kg; 
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this implies an average tank wall thickness of about 10 em. For an installed 

cost of a stainless steel tank of $13.2/kg [18], this vacuum tank would cost 

about $135 x 10
6

• This approach is referred to as Option A in the remainder of 

this paper. (The key characteristics of the various Options and Cases discussed 

in this paper are summarized in Table 4.) 

D.2 Cryogenic Vacuum Pumping System 

The cost of th.e q;yogenic:. p11mping syst.lilm for handling the large quan~ 

tity of n
2 

And T
2 

gas pro~uced in each direct converter will be charged entirely 

tu Lht! DC ~ubsysrem. The cryo-pumping system consists of cryopanel assemblies, 

a liquid nitrogen ref~igerator and a liquid helium refrigerator. 

The components of the cryopanel assemblies are illustrated in Fig. 8. 

The required cryopanel· area 1s given by the equation 1n Table 3A. The cost 

equation can be written as follows for a specific design: 

2 . 2 
where KCP is about 121m for thcVBDC design and about 12.3 m for the SSDC 

design (with thermal panels assumed in front of the cryopanel assembly). The 

additional cost of the auxiliary vacuum pumping equipment necessary to remove 

the D
2 

and T
2 

gas evolved during the periodic defrosting of the cryopanels has 

not been evaluated in this study. 

A simple approximation for estimating the average charge exchange 

cross-section based on the data in Ref. [11] is: 

a ex ~ 1 • o x 1 o -l 
9 

-w 
I 

63:3 
e 

The cryo-refrigeration cost equation of Table 3A is based on the cost 
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data of Ref. [19]. A linear fit to the efficiency data of Fig. 1 of this refer-

ence was made to obtain·a simpler cost equation; the linear fit is accurate to 

about.+ 15% from a refrigeration capacity, QTOT' of 10 W to 10
7 

W (which 1s less 

than the scatter in his data), and yields the relatively simple equation of 

Table 3A with the constants given 1n Table 3B. 

For the cryopanel assembly and emissivities shown iri Fig. 8, the total 

radiative plus convective heat flux to the liquid nitrogen panels behind the 

liquid helium panels and to the liquid-nitrogen-cooled chevrons in front of them 

has been estimated as about 0.325 kW/m
2 

of frontal area. The corresponding to-

2 
tal heat flux to the liquid-helium-cooled panels is estimated as 0.49 W/m , al-

most three orders of magnitude less than to the liquid-nitrogen-cooled surfaces. 

The simplified cost equation for a specific design can be written: 

CCR = KCR A~~605 

. . 5 . 
where KCR is about 1.72 x 10 for the liquid nitrogen refrigerator and about 

3.15 x 10
4 

for the liquid helium refrigerator for these specific cryopanel as-

scmblies, emissivities, heat loads, etc. It can be seen from these numerical 

values that the liquid nitrogen refrigerator bears the brunt of the heat load 

in this design and costs about 5.5 times the liquid helium refrigerator. This 

suggests that it may be possible to reduce the total cryo-refrigeration costs 

by appropriate changes in various emissivities. 

For 1% charge exchange loss, the costs of the three major components 

of the cryogenic vacuum pumping system for the VBDC design were proportioned 

approxima~ely as follows: 54% for the cryopanels, 39% for the liquid nitrogen 

refrigerator, and 7% for the liquid helium refrigerator. For the smaller cryo-

panel area requirements of the SSDC design, the costs were proportioned approx-

imately as follows for 1% charge exchange loss: 36% for the cryopanels, 54% 
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for the liquid nitrogen refrigerator and 10% for the liquid helium refrigerator. 

It should be noted that the vacuum equipment to pump the small amount of 

helium produced by the fusion reactions has not been evaluated in this study. 

D.J Direct Converter Modules 

The costing of the direct converter modules is based on the design of 

R. Werner in Ref. [5] shown in Fig. 3. The major cost item 1n a module of this 

type is the stainle~s steel stage; which dominat~~ th~ ca~t of all the oth~r 

elements and is estimated to be about 84% of the total module cost for the VBDC. 

Tite radiarively-cooled graphite first and second stages of the three-stage VBDC 

design are estimated to be less than 8% of the cost. A single VBDC module 1s 

about 2.5 m by 2.5 m by about 5 m long and is estimated to cost about $25,000 

giving a cost of about $4000/rn
2 

of frontal area. As a first approximation, 

the SSDC is assumed to have about the same cost per unit frontal area. 

D.4 DC Power Conditioning Equipment 

In Ref. [7], the power conditioning costs to handle the direct current 

output from the direct converter and to invert it to AG pnwPr w~r~ QEtimatcd at 

about $40/kW ($26/kW nf ion be~m power) in 1972 Jullars. For Ehese present 
e th · 

calculations the average value used was increased to $46/kW estimatPd in 197~ 
e 

dollars. 

D.S Thermal Panels 

Gaseous helium-cooled thermal panels runnine ar a nominal temperature 

of 1000 K were originally conceived as radiation receivers for the radiation-

cooled graphite first and second stages of the three-stage VBDC. The thermal 

panels are chevron-shaped stainless steel assemblies placed over the entire inner 

surface of the expander wall (and of course, in front of the cryopanel assemblies 

wherever they are located). They are not needed on the end wall behind the DC 
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modules s~nce negligible radiative power reaches that surface. 

In trade off studies on the optimum charge exchange loss described 

1n Section 6.3, it was found that ~alues of fCXL on the order of 10% are prob

ably desirable for lower cryo-system costs. The thermal panels thus also serve 

to absoib ani of the thermal power flow due to the charge exchange neutrals 

.which impinge on the expander walls, and transfer this heat to the bottoming 

plant. For this reason, thermal panels were included not only in the VBDC de-

sign, but were also added to the reference SSDC design. 

D.6 Thermal Bottoming Plant 

The bottoming plant is assumed to be a modern steam powerplant with 

an effective thermal efficiency, ~TH(EFF) = 40%. It may actually be part of 

the same steam powerplant which converts the blanket thermal energy to elec-

trical power. For a plant with a steam generator heated by helium, an estimated 

cost ~f $175/kW was assumed, based on the detailed study of Ref. [20]. The 
e 

helium circulators are assumed to be included in this cost. 
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Appendix E - Direct Converter Vacuum Tanks 

The present design envisions a large, fan-shaped vacuum tank enclosing 

each direct converter. These vacuum tanks are designed to withstand the full 

one atmosphere external pressure load. The design concept involves the use of 

concave stainless steel sheets in tension for the two main surfaces of the 

fan-shaped tanks. The pressure load is then taken by two large edge rings 

around the perimeter of the tP.nsion sheets. The two sheet sides are held 

apa~t by a stiffened edge structure of beams, auxlliary rines Rnd ~over panelo 

placed between the two rings. This concept, designed by R. Burleigh foe 01.1r 

application results in a near-minimum-weight structure and hence in a relatively 

low cost vacuum tank. 

A sketch of Burleigh's vacuum tank design for the reference three-stage 

VBDC (with an expansion ratio to the grounded grid, ERGG = 400) is shown in 

Fig. E-1. IL consisrs of large top and bottom sheets which are concave sections 

of a sphere of 81 m radius. They are designed to be in essentially pure teu~ion 

under the external atmospheric pressure load. Large edgP. rings and beams carry 

the atmospheric pressure load on the sphericRl sheets to end abutments (not 

shown in the figure) . 

Burleigh left only a half-dozen pages of rough hand calculations to document 

his design. These will be reproduced below (with some editing and relatively 

minor changes for better clarity and consistency) in order to provide a more 

permanent documentation of this novel, light-weight vacuum tank design. 

The reference dimensions for these sample calculations have been adjusted 

to fit the final VBDC design: 

~ 50.0 m (Burleigh RT was 44 m) 

HT 25.4 m (Burleigh HT was 25 m) 

9T 180° (Same as Burleigh) 
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SIDE EDGE 

STRUCTURE 

REACTOR EXIT 

BACK EDGE STRUCTURE 

EDGE RINGS 
STIFFENER BEAMS 

.....___ __ AUXILIARY BEAM 
AUXILIARY RING 

VIEW A-A 

TOP MEMBRANE SHEET- - / ---___.-__ ..,. 

/ 

·, / 
COVER PLATES_/ 

BOTTOM MEMBRANE SHEET 

SECT 8-8 

Fig. E-1 Geometry and nomenclature used in describing the Burleigh-type 
vacuum tank. 
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The actual B field expansion ratio to the back of the tank is about 617 (compared 

to ERGG = 400 to the grounded grid). The B field f an angle at the back of the 

tank is about 124°, but Burleigh designed his tank for 8T 180° to provide a 

sufficient expander wall area for cryopanels to pump down to very low background 

gas pressures (in order to achieve the specified 1% charge exchange loss from 

the ion beam). 

The thickness of the spherical top and bottom sheets is estimated as: 

RSph p 

tSph ~ _2_0 __ 

Allow 

::: 1.0 rm 

for RSph = 81 m, p = 1 atm and 0 = 138 MPa (20,000 psi) for stainless steel. 
Allow 

For a surface area of a bout 6900 m
2 

for both stainless steel sheets, their total 

weight is about 1.66 x 

been increased to 2.56 

10
6 

kg (1826 tons), (assuming p ::: 8020 kg/m
3). This has 

6 
x 10 kg (2820 tons) to allow for stiffening around the 

many a ccess hatches which Burleigh did not include. 

The curved edge rings must support a diotrlbuted load of 2.68 x 10
5 

N/m (180,000 

lb/ f t) due to the atmospheric pressure on the top and botto~ sheets and an 

additional load of about 6.71 x 10
4 

N/m (45,000 lb /ft) due to the atmospheric 

pressure on the edge area. The total load is thus 
5 N 

SE :;: 3.35 X 10 ; 

around the circumference. The end forces holding the rings in place are thus: 

' ~ ' 
FE-~ · SE 

) 
F 

_.---.-/' 
E \ 

t \ 

FE ""' RT SE 

"' 1. 68 X 10
7 

N 

(3.77 X 10
6 

lb) 

It is assumed that these end loads are taken up by some sort of concrete abutments. 

For an allowable stress of 138 MPa, the weight of each edge ring is: 

::: 1.53 x 10
6 

kg (1680 tons) 
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where the ring cross-sectional area required is 
2 

m. 

Burl.eigh estimated the weight of the edge cover plates by simply assuming 

an average thickness of about 7.6 em (3.0 inches). (It is not clear from his 

notes whether this includes an allowance for access hatches to permit removal 

of the DC modules.) Using his thickness estimate, the weight of the edge cover 

plates :i.s: 

WECP ~ PrrRT HT tECP 

~ 2.39 x 10
6 

kg (- 2630 tons) 

He then estimated the weight of the edge stiffener beams as follows. The 

beams were assumed to be spaced 3.0 m apart around the circumference and curved 

outward 2 m at the center. Each beam is loaded axially by the edge rings and 

has an additional distributed load of 1 atm along its length. The axial force 

is estimated from 

~ 
LE~ 

2m-

f FEB 

p 1 atm 
1 

x--
NEB 

There appears to be a numerical error in Burleigh's original estimate of only 35 

edge beams, NEB' If we consider only the beams around the curved back edge 

structure, NEB should be about 52 for RT =50 m. Then FEB~ 4.62 x 10
6 

N (520 tons). 

7 
These end forces create a moment at the beam center of about 1.85 x 10 · N-m. 

An opposing moment on the edge beams tending to straighten them out is 

produced by the distributed atmospheric load. At the beam center: 

where w is the spacing between beams (3.0 m). Assuming LEB ~ HT we get Me 

N-m. The net moment requires a beam thickness calculated from: 
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~L =cr {I) 
-~ET Allow y EFF 

Inc.luding the edge cover plates as part of an effective T beam, Burleigh esti-

mated a beam thickness of about s·.l ern (2") for a beam depth of 1.52 rn (5'). 

The weight of each edge beam is thus 

WlEB = p LEB dEB tEB 

= 1.55 x 10
4 

kg (17.1 tons) 

For 52 edge beams, the total weight is 0.81 x 10
6 

kg (about 890 tons). 

The auxiliary edge ring weight was estimated very roughly by Burleigh to 

be about 1.82 x 10
5 

kg (200 tons). 

The weight of the entire side edge structure was only guessed at by Burleigh; 

he assumed a weight of 9.1 x 10
5 

kg (1000 tons). This seems somewhat too low 

considering that we pruuauly require extcnDivc occccs hatchQ~ fnr r~pl~rPtnP.nt of 

cryopanel assemblies when necessary. Consequently, the side edge structure 

weight estimate has been increased to 1.36 x 10
6 

kg (about 1500 tons). 

The total reference Burleigh tank weight used in my scaling law is cou1po~ed 

of the following component weights: 

Spherical sheets: 
(with hatch stiffeners) 

Back edge main and 
auxiliary rings: 

Back edge cover plates: 

Back edge stiffener beams: 

Total side edge structure: 

Total ref BT weight: 

2.56 X 10
6 

kg (2820 tons) 

3.24 
6 

X 10 kg (3560 tons) 

2.39 X 10
6 

kg (2630 tons) 

0.81 X 10
6 

kg ( 890 tons) 

1.36 X 10
6 

kg (1500 tons) 

10.36 X 10
6 

kg (11,400 tons) 
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.The Burleigh tank weight scaling law which I developed attempts to model 

these component weights in a simplified manner. 

wBT• ~T 4 (~ r- 4 

G!o + o.Jz) + 0.21 G~~ 
The first term models the entire back edge and side edge structure while the last 

term models.the spherical top and bottom sheets including the allowance 

for extensive stiffening around access hatches. 

For ~T 196.4 and the reference tank dimensions, this equation yields: 

WBT 7.63 X 10
6 

kg+ 2.58 x 10
6 

kg 

10.21 x 10
6 

kg (11,230 tons) 

This is within 1.5% of the more detailed estimate, and consequently, considered 

adequate for these preliminary cost estimates. Assuming $13.2/kg installed cost 

for this type of stainless steel structure, the reference tank cost is about 

6 
$135 x 10 • This is shown on Fig. E-2 at ERGG = 400. Plotted on this figure are ). 

the Burleigh-type tank cost trends predicted by this s{mplified scaling law and the 

expander wall area available for cryopanels. 

Also shown on Fig. E-2 are estimates of the cost and expander wall area for 

a thin memlJ:tane·tank wlth 9TT"" eBFF' the natural B field fan angle, and with 

an average tank wall thickness of only 1 em. The curves of Fig. E-2 have been 

used to estimate the tank costs and expander wall area for Option A (the Burleigh-

type vacuum tank) and Option B (the thin membrane t.ank) . It has been assumed that 

these estimates are sufficiently accurate for both .the VBDC's and the SSDC's with 

their much smaller. expansion ratios. 
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Appendix F - Effect of Mirror Leakage Power Flux on DC Subsystem Costs 

As an additional set of comparisons, it ts interesting to see how the 

sec's vary with the total mirror leakage power and the mirror leakage power flux 

defined as 

p 
II = (TOT)M 

q(TOT)M - A 
M 

These effects will be illustrated by two examples. 

For the first example, we will compare the Possible Substitute SSDC 

(Case SS-IIPS) with the reference SSDC design of Case SS-IIB which handles 

2 
278 MW of mirror leakage power (at a mirror power flux of 53 MW/m ) and requires 

an expansion ratio of 25, one quarter of the values of the Possible Substitute 

SSDC. ~e note that the specific capital cost of the SSDC of Case SS-IIB is 

about $146/kW • It is slightly higher than the $135/kW of Case SS-IIPS. This 
e e 

is due to the fact that the electric power output for Case SS-IIPS is slightly 

more than four times that of Case SS-IIB (due to slightly higher efficiency) 

while the total DC Subsystem costs are only about 3.8 times that of Case SS-liB. 

This seems to indicate that higher m1rror leakage power flux should lead to lower 

SCC's; all other constraints being equal. 

It should be noted that the dimensions and spacings of some of the 

grid and collector elements of the direct converter modules would have to be 

changed to handle the much higher ion power flux of Case SS-IIPS • 

For the second example, we wish to compare the best VBDC for 10% charge 

exchange loss (Case VH-IIB) with a hypothetical VBDC (Case VB-IIH) which handles 

about 4 times the leakage power through the same mirror exit giving a mirror 

2 
leakage power flux of 848 MW/m • This hypothetical situation is illustrated 

1n Fig. F'-1 where it is imagined that four times the leakage power (4448 MW) 
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leaves the s~me m1rror exit area using the same magnetic field coils and goes 

to the same VBDC at the same expansion ratio of 400. 

This hypothetical VBDC would then operate not only at the m1n1mum 

expansion iatio for acceptable ion trajectory distortion losses due to the re-

sidual B field, but also simultaneously at the maximum 1on flux limit of about 

2 
250 W/cm at the negative grid. This is clearly close to th~ highest power 

density possible for this three-stage VBDC design and should lead to the lowest 

specific capital costs. Figure 12 shows that this is indeed true; the SCC of 

the total VBDC Subsystem is only about $108/kW for the hypothetical Case VB-IIH 
e 

compared to $156/kW for Case VB-IIB. However, it sould be cautioned that no 
e 

way is known to create 'the plasma in the reference Yin Yang magnetic coils which 

would produce this large hypothetical leakage power. 
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